RODEO#
3521-LS
SAN ANTONIO
San Antonio Stock Show & Rodeo Qualifier

TEXAS

Arena - Expo Hall

Address - 3201 E. Houston St.

FROM:

PENDING
2/12/2020 TO: 2/13/2020
2/16/2020
2/16/2020

Entry Opening . . . 10:00 A WED 15 JAN 2020
Entry Closing . . . 10:00 A TUE 21 JAN 2020
Not P.P.
Performance Data
1 WED MORNING 12 FEB 2020
3 SUN MORNING 16 FEB 2020

8:00 A
8:00 A

Total # Performances . . .

2 THU MORNING 13 FEB 2020

8:00 A

3

Slack Data
Total # Slacks . . . . . .
Sponsors
2019
2018
Arena Seating Capacity1,600
0
Total Tickets SoldFREE GAT
0
Total Tickets SalesFREE G
0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Qual
Committee
Sponsor
# S Entry
Permits |Stock
?
Purse
Purse
Gos A Fees
Accepted|Charge
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bareback Riding
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Saddle Bronc
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bull Riding
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------200
Y
Tie Down Roping
1.00
*
200 IF
No
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------200
Y
Steer Wrestling
1.00
*
200 IF
No
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Per Man
Team Roping
*
300
Y
2.00
300 IF
No
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Steer Roping
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total PRCA Purse
4.00
Grand Total
4.00
Previous Year
Prev. Total
************************************************************************************
Committee Contact
Cody Davenport
210/287-9468
PO Box 200230
San Antonio
TX 78220
Second Contact-Darci Owens
Phone#: 210/287-9468
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Primary Stock Contractors:
Sub Contractors:
Various

PROFESSIONAL RODEO COWBOYS ASSOCIATION, INC.
GROUND RULES FOR SAN ANTONIO
TX
#
2/12/2020 - 2/13/2020
2/16/2020 - 2/16/2020
***PSN-S
GROUND RULES: GRACE PERIOD - Will
expire one hour after entries close.
ALL CONTESTANTS - The Qualifiers and
the San Antonio Stock Show & Rodeo
performances will each count as separate
rodeos. A contestant who originally
qualified for the San Antonio Stock Show
& Rodeo is not eligible to enter the
Qualifiers in the same event.
ALL EVENTS - In order to be eligible
for the San Antonio Rodeo Qualifiers, a
contestant must have won a minimum of
$2,500 in the event (includes official
and unofficial) he intends to enter in
the 2019 and the 2020 PRCA rodeo years
combined. Both partners must have $2500
in 2019 and 2020 combined for the team
to be accepted as an entry. If one of
the team partners does not have enough
money won the team will be drawn out.
ALL EVENTS - The "30-hour replacement
and the walk-up replacement" policy will
be in effect. See Rodeo Entry
Information page of the business
journal.
ALL EVENTS - Permit holders will not be
allowed to enter with a card holder or
permit holder.
TR, TD - Limit 125 entries per event
following callbacks of the San Antonio
Stock Show & Rodeo.
SW - No entry limit.
SW - Qualifier to be held in the Expo
Hall on Wed., Feb. 12, 2020. Back to
back rounds beginning at 8 AM.
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PROFESSIONAL RODEO COWBOYS ASSOCIATION, INC.
GROUND RULES FOR SAN ANTONIO
TX
#
2/12/2020 - 2/13/2020
2/16/2020 - 2/16/2020
TD - Qualifier to be held in the Expo
Hall on Thurs., Feb. 13, 2020. Back to
back rounds beginning at 8 AM.
TR - Qualifier to be held in the Expo
Hall on Sun., Feb. 16, 2020. Back to
back rounds beginning at 8 AM.
ALL CONTESTANTS - If a contestant's
actions are deemed detrimental to the
PRCA, the San Antonio Stock Show &
Rodeo, or rodeo in general, that
contestant will not be accepted as an
entry at the San Antonio Stock Show &
Rodeo or the Qualifiers in 2021 or 2022.
ALL CONTESTANTS - Contestants must
check in with the secretary be 6:30 AM
prior to the Qualifier beginning at 8
AM.
ALL CONTESTANTS - Will enter through
Gate A/ West Gate on Houston Street upon
arrival. No dogs will be allowed on the
grounds. Contestants must park horse
trailers in the designated trailer
parking area.
ALL CONTESTANTS - Due to limited number
of stalls available, arrival time will
be at 2 PM one day prior to the
contestants' scheduled competition time
and departure will be at 10 AM one day
after the contestants' last scheduled
competition time. Stalls are mandatory
and are not free.
ALL CONTESTANTS WITH HORSES - In-state
origin: All horses must have proof of
current health papers issued within 30
days, a negative Coggins Test within the
previous 12 months, and a vesicular
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PROFESSIONAL RODEO COWBOYS ASSOCIATION, INC.
GROUND RULES FOR SAN ANTONIO
TX
#
2/12/2020 - 2/13/2020
2/16/2020 - 2/16/2020
stomatitis must have proof of health
papers issued within 14 days and a
statement declaring that the horse did
not originate from a quarantined
premises. Health papers for any horse
must not expire while horse is on
grounds.
ALL CONTESTANTS WITH HORSES- Outof-state origin: All horses must have
proof of current health papers issued
within 30 days and a negative Coggins
Test within the previous 12 months.
Exception: all horses originating from a
state currently affected by vesicular
stomatitis must have proof of health
papers issued within 14 days and a
statement declaring that the horse did
not originate from a quarantined
premises. Health papers for any horse
must not expire while the horse is on
grounds.
ALL CONTESTANTS - All animals must be
compliant with current Texas Animal
Health Commission rules and requirements
which are subject to change. No
exceptions. Contestants must abide by
San Antonio Stock Show & Rodeo
Regulations for entry and exit with
animals. Individuals who violate animal
entry policies will be subject to
immediate ejection from the premises.
ALL EVENTS - Cattle will be
preconditioned. Conditioning onsite will
be prohibited.
TD, SW - $30 stock charge. Pay-off per
rulebook.
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PROFESSIONAL RODEO COWBOYS ASSOCIATION, INC.
GROUND RULES FOR SAN ANTONIO
TX
#
2/12/2020 - 2/13/2020
2/16/2020 - 2/16/2020
TR - $15 stock charge per man. Pay-off
per rulebook.
TR - Only two loops allowed.
TR - Must rope with same partner in
both rounds.
TD - There will be a disqualification
for a jerk down as long as all criteria
are in compliance with the Jerk Down
Policy.
TD, TR - Contestants must enter from
the back of the box.
ALL EVENTS - Contestants may not
compete in both the Qualifiers and the
San Antonio Stock Show & Rodeo in the
same event.
ALL CONTESTANTS - If a contestant who
is entered, but who has not yet
competed, in the Qualifier is offered a
position in the San Antonio Stock Show &
Rodeo due to a turn-out, he has the
option of drawing out of the Qualifier
and accepting the position at the San
Antonio Stock Show & Rodeo or declining
the position at the San Antonio Stock
Show & Rodeo and retaining his position
in the Qualifier. If a contestant has
already competed in the Qualifier and is
offered a position in San Antonio Stock
Show & Rodeo, he has the option of being
drawn out of the Qualifier and accepting
the position in the San Antonio Stock
Show & Rodeo, which would include
forfeiting any money won in the
Qualifier as well as forfeiting his
position in the Wildcard round if it
applies as well as retaining any money
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PROFESSIONAL RODEO COWBOYS ASSOCIATION, INC.
GROUND RULES FOR SAN ANTONIO
TX
#
2/12/2020 - 2/13/2020
2/16/2020 - 2/16/2020
won in the Qualifier. Any empty
positions that result from the process
may be filled in accordance with the 30
hour and walk-up replacement policies.
If a partner of a team accepts a
position as a replacement in the San
Antonio rodeo leaving an incomplete team
in the Qualifier, the remaining partner
may either draw out or find another
partner from other PRCA contestants who
are entered at the Qualifier except
contestants who are already scheduled to
compete in the team roping.
FORMAT - Top 10 on a 2-head average
will advance to compete in the Wildcard
round on Friday, Feb. 21st. Single
fastest time in the Wildcard will take
the 11th position in the Finals. No
money will be carried forward from the
Qualifiers to count for the San Antonio
Stock Show & Rodeo. If there is a tie
for 10th place in the average, tie will
be broken based on single fastest time
in either of the go-rounds. If still
tied, tie will be broken based on 2019
money won. If still tied, tie will be
broken on 2020 money won.
ALL EVENTS - In the event a contestant
who qualified to the Wildcard declines
the invitation due to non-acceptance or
DO/BIR prior to the Wildcard round, the
next qualified contestant (11th in
average and descending) in that event
will be offered the opportunity to
advance. This process will continue
until all positions have been filled. If
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PROFESSIONAL RODEO COWBOYS ASSOCIATION, INC.
GROUND RULES FOR SAN ANTONIO
TX
#
2/12/2020 - 2/13/2020
2/16/2020 - 2/16/2020
a header and heeler from a qualifying
team must turn-out due to a DO/VIR, a
new team will be formed from the next
qualifying header or heeler. This team
will compete throughout the remainder of
the competition. Only the official
dollars earned/ won by the respective
header or healer (individual) will count
towards the World Standings.
ALL CONTESTANTS - Contestants must
designate at the time of qualification
to Wildcard their intent to participate.
ALL EVENTS - Money will be divided
equally in case of splits and any odd
pennies will be dropped.
Only rodeo contestants with a valid
back number will be allowed behind the
boxes, chutes, and in the chute or arena
area. Numbers must be clearly visible.
Anyone caught with an invalid number
(one not belonging to them) will have
that numbers confiscated. Anyone giving
their number of credential to someone
else and/or the recipient of the number
or credential will be turned into the
PRCA Officials and subject to the 2-year
ban.
***PSN-E
*
*
*
***POST AT RODEO - REQUESTED BY
COMMITTEE - NOT ENFORCED BY PRCA***
1. During Qualifiers, the arena must be
clear of all contestants 15 minutes
prior to the start of the opening.
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PROFESSIONAL RODEO COWBOYS ASSOCIATION, INC.
GROUND RULES FOR SAN ANTONIO
TX
#
2/12/2020 - 2/13/2020
2/16/2020 - 2/16/2020
2. No timed event contestant is allowed
in the arena at any other time than
while competing with the exception of
the working hazer.
3. No children are allowed in or behind
the boxes or in the arena. This is to
ensure the safety of contestants, rodeo
personnel, stock and children
themselves. Violations will result in
immediate removal of the premise. No
exceptions.
4. All areas behind the chutes and
boxes will be considered part of the
arena. To gain access to this area,
contestants must be dressed according to
PRCA rules and have their back numbers
visible. Contestants must wear back
numbers, which are clearly visible, at
all times upon entrance to and while in
the arena whether competing or not. No
jackets, coats, vests, etc. may be worn
covering back number while contestant is
in the arena areas.
*
*
*
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